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UGEARS is the creator and manufacturer of unique self-propelled mechanical model kits
designed for self-assembly without glue and made entirely of high-grade wooden material.

Some of our models draw inspiration from real-life mechanisms, some embody our unique
ideas, and all of them have been designed by UGEARS from scratch. Our models are the original
all-occasional gift, fun and smart hobby for kids and grown-ups of all ages. We’ve employed
engineering know-how and production fine-tuning to ensure the assembly of our models is an
engaging and rewarding experience for the whole family. We are very serious about the quality
of our kits: apart from meticulous product testing and quality control, we source plywood from
responsible and sustainable sources. In addition, while looking for a way to make the assembly
experience smooth and enjoyable for our customers, we invented and patented our very own
plywood joint design. And that’s only a start.

UGEARS is a startup established in 2014 in Kyiv, Ukraine. Today, less than three years later,

UGEARS offers 25 unique models of intelligent design. And there are more than 200 ideas for
future mechanisms that we plan to realize. 7 new models are in development and will be
presented by the end of 2017. The hobbyists are assembling UGEARS models in 80 countries
across 5 continents, and we care deeply about the great support, priceless feedback, and kind
advice we have received from each of them.

In our age of electronics people still want to be creative with their hands and mind, seeking
that rewarding feeling of constructing something with their own hands, inviting their kids and
grandkids into the awesome (and, admittedly, old-school but yet-so-cool!) world of mechanics.
Join us in bringing these unforgettable moments to DIYers of all ages!

Truly yours, 
UGEARS Team

www.ugearsmodels.com



Model size: 15.7*6.5*8.7 in (40*16.5*22 cm)

Package size: 14.9*6.7*2 in (37.8*17*5 cm)

Parts count: 292
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HURDY-GURDY 
Inspired by the art of medieval craftsmen and enriched by smart engineering of the XXI century Ugears is introducing
— Hurdy-Gurdy – the world’s first mechanical musical model and the genuine gem of the collection. It is the most
extraordinary mechanical model kit which is all-in-one: model for self-assembly, toy and fully fledged musical
instrument. Just build it together with your own hands and feel like Stradivari or a popular Hurdy-Gurdy star! The
Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy model was successfully launched on Kickstarter in July, 2017 (http://kck.st/2rWPdJX).

Based on the 15th Century organistrum, Ugears has created an intricately detailed, fully functional version of this
medieval instrument. The finished model looks remarkably akin to the original 16th century hurdy gurdy, giving it
a wonderfully medieval aesthetic. This wooden attractive and educational model has a highly detailed exquisite
décor of the body crafted in romantic style and turns the assembly and playing process into an exciting game and
brings you hours of pleasure and fun.

It’s easy to play dancing melodies, from folk to modern. To start the music flowing, the player just need to crank the
handle with one hand to kick off a drone sound from the bourdon and melody strings. Pushing the wooden buttons
with the fingers of the other hand changes the pitch of the melody string, as "spring-loaded" wooden blocks
essentially shorten the string. Ugears will include some tablature with the kit to get newbies off to a flying start.

The Ugears Hurdy-Gurdy comes with everything needed for assembly. All the pieces are precut into the plywood
boards and are easily removed for assembly following the detailed instructions provided. The only non-wood parts,
by necessity, are the two strings that rub against the crank powered wheel and the rosin used to wax it.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

http://kck.st/2rWPdJX
https://youtu.be/bQGgFKdjV_U
https://youtu.be/bQGgFKdjV_U


Model size: 5.6*5.6*3.6 in (14.2*14.2*9.1 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.3 in (37*17*3.3 cm)

Parts count: 354
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TREASURE BOX
The true jewel of Ugears new collection of wooden models is an exquisite Mechanical Treasure Box for jewellery
and notes. The delicate through-carved work of its lid and sides invites you to gain a glimpse into the mystery that
the moving gears conceal.

Although only the one who can solve the secrets of the puzzle-box will get to enjoy the treasure of beautiful
mechanics in its action. One would imagine that in order to open the box, we’d need a key – and the key is right
there, beautifully embedded in the carved lid. All you need to do to take it out is to slightly turn the key clockwise.
Although, getting the key is only a part of the puzzle. To set the gears in motion, before taking the key out, you
want to unblock the mechanism that lifts the lid by turning the key counter-clockwise.

When all the secrets are revealed and the box is opened, inside you will find a small compartment for jewellery,
notes and other small items. You may be sure, your treasures and secrets are safe with the new Ugears Teasure
Box.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/7T5LmfQGmoc
https://youtu.be/7T5LmfQGmoc


Model size: 35.4*7.1*4.7 in (90*18*12 сm)

Package size: 14.8*5.5*1.2 in (37.5*14*3 сm)

Parts count: 284
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TRAM LINE. Mechanical Town Series
Every town has its transportation system and the Mechanical Town has its Tram Line. A model which you can build
with your own hands, play and create your own stories with people living in the town. The new model is
interactive and is made entirely of wooden materials. It’s great for your hobby & collection. Each part has a unique
design and fascinating engineering. The UGEARS’ Tram Line model doesn’t need glue or special tools or even
toothpicks to connect parts, which makes putting it together even more exciting. The fully assembled model
retains moving parts and elements and remains entertaining and educational for family projects.

Tram Line model consists of 14 parts, which come in a convenient scale for building and playing with. 
• Self-propelled Tram Car is equipped with an overhead pantograph to switch “drive” mode and a knob to open

and close the doors. Wind-up the tram car and watch it move on the rails, entering the Depot. After making a
180 degree turn on the turntable, it moves on its own to the end of the line. There is no electricity inside: just
gears, wheels, cranks, a rubber band engine and tons of fun!

• Tram Stop on the platform complete with a clock, a bench, little stairs and a Ticket Kiosk. The stairs are
removable and can be placed on any part of the platform.

• Tram Depot with a gate and Turntable where the tram drives in to prepare for the next trip according to the
route timetable. The depot is also equipped with a Turntable for turning the tram 180 degrees for the next trip.
There is a special “tongue” on the rails of the turntable which stops the tram in the locked position, and
disengages after the turn of the turntable allowing the tram to move on to the return route.

• Footbridge – the pedestrian crossing - is made in the shape of arches and set across the tracks. It can also
be set at a crossroads, and cars can pass under the arches.

• plus 10 parts and characters to interact with: straight and radius tracks with junctions, street lamps, a
Gentleman, a Young Inventor, a beautiful Stranger, an Ice-cream Seller, a sheriff on the horse, a Factory
Worker and News-Boy

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/MjEAR4DNyCo
https://youtu.be/MjEAR4DNyCo


Model size: 15.8*19.7*8.3 in (40*50*21 сm)

Package size: 14.6*5.5*1.2 in (37*14*3 cm)

Parts count: 356
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Rail Manipulator. Mechanical Town Series
Developing its new fascinating series, Mechanical Town, Ugears presents another addition to the collection: the Rail
Manipulator. Set up in the dock of Mechanical Town not far from the Robot Factory, the Manipulator is a purely
utilitarian model, which by no means makes it less entertaining than the other models in the range. Like the rest of the
Ugears models, the Manipulator is designed to make sure the fun goes on after the assembly is completed. With a
number of extras that come in the box, the model guarantees hours of an exciting new pastime. Speaking of extras, with
the Manipulator itself, you also receive two sections of rails, the shed under construction, two shipping crates with
doors, crane, freight carriage, and five characters.

Design
The Manipulator is a mechanical claw with three levers that sits on a platform on the rails. The rails can be connected in
parallel or in one line. The settings are completed with a pseudo-metal shed under construction made of giant trusses
which arrived straight out of the Industrial age with one of the characters, a roofer with a hammer, sitting on a beam of
the shed. The Worker holding signal flags assists the Manipulator operator to control the process, while the Worker with
a shovel and the Worker with a wrench are minding their own business in the docks. The model also includes one of the
docks’ most important pieces of equipment, the Crane. It can be disassembled and put back together almost by a wave
of the hand. And an important addition to the setting is the Freight carriage with drop sides. All the parts of the set are
made of a high-quality plywood and needs no extra materials or tools to assemble.

How does it work?
The claw itself sits on a platform that can rotate manually or by a valve. The operator's cab, equipped with a protection
lid and adjustable headlight, is found in the front part of the model. The counter-clockwise rotation of the cabin switches
the Manipulator’s modes: 1) initial position (driving mode) – the claw’s rotation platform locked, the model moves along
the track; 2) 90 degree turn (free mode) – the rotation platform is unlocked; 3) 180 degree turn (loading mode) – the
wheels of the models are locked along with the gear in the front axle that connects to the ledge on the rails. The rear of
the model carries the lever that controls lifting, lowering, and holding of four foot supports providing extra-steadiness
while operating the claw. With its articulated claw, the Ugears Manipulator can load and move the freight crates in the
Carriage with an extraordinary – up to 1 cm – preciseness. Based on the original prototypes, the Manipulator will teach
you about the operational and constructional peculiarities of the real-life machines, such as cranes, excavators, robotic
arms, etc; their mechanics and functionality.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/ujeLQ0oKRuQ
https://youtu.be/ujeLQ0oKRuQ


Model size: 17.5*11.4*5.7 in (44.5*29*14.5 cm)

Package size: 14.8*5.4*1.7 in (37.5*13.6*4.4 cm)

Parts count: 598
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Robot Factory. Mechanical Town Series
Have you ever wanted to build yourself a robot? How about a couple of robots? Ugears and its new model, the
Robot Factory of the Mechanical Town collection, gives you a great opportunity to do it.

The Robot Factory, officially known in the Town as the Mechanical Wonder Works, is very much what both of its
names imply: it is a model of a factory that produces robots and undoubtedly, a wonder of wooden mechanics.
The model features a steam-punk style workshop with a fully functional assembly line to help you build your
robots: arrange the parts of the robot in proper places along the line, wind it up, push the button, and – voila! –
your automatic assembly line produces a mechanical wooden robot, all new and ready to serve whatever
ingenious game plan you have in mind.

The settings of the Robot Factory Model represent a production facility with its main mechanical block running on
Geneva drive. The assembly line is designed to automatically implement a semi knock-down assembly of robots.
After initial preparation, the wind-up mechanism of the line will complete the assembly. The Factory design allows
you to observe moving axles and gears working on the final product. In the end, all you need to do is to throw in a
couple of gears to fix the robot’s arms and legs in place, and your new mechanical assistant is ready to go explore
Mars or – help you to put another one like itself together!

The Robots have articulated legs and arms joints, capable of body rotation and come with a control cabin.
The rest of the Factory includes a monorail running along the perimeter with a forklift to deliver spare parts and
tools, a ramp for the vehicles, miniature figures of workers, and small freight crates. To make the spirit of a solid
industrial facility complete, the Factory is equipped with a fascinating decorative Stirling steam engine.

Made of plywood to be assembled without glue or special tools, The Robot Factory Model opens a whole new
level of interactivity: Ugears traditionally provides an ever-exciting process of assembly expanding the gaming
constituent now with the machines building machines!

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/CMKDsdkNhrc
https://youtu.be/CMKDsdkNhrc
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Date Navigator
The Date Navigator is your daily companion to keep track of your adventure and discovery in 2017-
2044 with a beautiful Steampunk planetary mechanism inside.

Just set the year and the month and find out what day of the week it is going to be. Never get lost in
time again!

The Date Navigator helps to identify the day of the week for any date from 2017 to 2044 will become a
great companion in planning your future endeavors.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

Model size: 4.13*3.9*0.7 in (10.5*9.8*1.8 cm)

Package size: 7.3*10.8*2 in (18.5*27.5*5 cm)

Parts count: 21

https://youtu.be/4u_2QgmtVIk
https://youtu.be/4u_2QgmtVIk
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U-Fidgets-Tribiks
U-Fidgets-Tribiks: the unique 4 sets of the individual miniature models (4 tribiks in each set) for grown-
ups and kids which are made entirely from wooden materials and assemble easily without glue or
toothpicks. Use them to organize your thoughts and ideas, drive new insights, relieve stress, regain
control over your emotions. Let them and become your everyday life companions as key-charms or
original trinkets.

Self-assembly, no glue needed

Newest model:

Series: Power, Freedom, Intelligence, Passion

Series: Ships. Sailing yacht, Sailboat, Boat, Submarine

Series: Vehicles. Sports Car,  Tractor, Truck, TramCar

Model size: 1.8х4.5х7.2 сm /2.2х5.1х6.6 cm/ 
2.0х4.6х6.0 cm/ 1.8х4.9х7.8 cm

Package size: 3.9*3.0*0.6 in (10*7.5*1.6 cm)

Parts count: 12-17 depending on a model

Model size: 3.3*2.2*5.6 сm/ 5.6*2.2*5.4 сm 
/4.9*2.2*5.0 сm /5.2*2.2*5.7 сm

Package size: 3.9*3.0*0.6 in (10*7.5*1.6 cm)

Parts count: 8-10 depending on a model

Model size: 2.7*2.3*8.0 cm/ 2.0*4.0*6.5 cm / 
2.2*3.4*6.7 cm / 2.2*4.5*6.7 cm

Package size: 3.9*3.0*0.6 in (10*7.5*1.6 cm)

Parts count: 14-18 depending on a model

Model size: 3.2*4.4*5.2 cm/ 5.3*3.5*5.9 cm / 
1.8*3.3*7.3 cm /6.2*3.7*6.4 cm

Package size: 3.9*3.0*0.6 in (10*7.5*1.6 cm)

Parts count: 13-19 depending on a model

Series: Aircrafts.  Helicopter, Hydroplane, Airship, Airplane

https://youtu.be/j8bCFoY-_2M
https://youtu.be/j8bCFoY-_2M


Self-assembly, 
no glue needed
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460 STEAM LOCOMOTIVE WITH TENDER 

The UGEARS 460 Locomotive with Tender employs all technical solutions we’ve come up with in
our previous models, and more. It looks realistic and unique at the same time. The spinning
gears, pistons and wheels carry the soul of XIX-century engineering, when locomotives
represented the mainstream of technical progress. This was the time of fierce competition
between developed countries in construction of the steamers.
This model was a big hit during our 2015 Kickstarter campaign. It is the largest one, rich with
details, and it is the fanciest model of the entire UGEARS range, as it consists of the highest
number of parts. When completed, the Locomotive stands out as a truly original piece of
mechanics that required diligent assembly work. (Although it may sound complex, it is not that
hard to build).
Using the massive gearwheel array, this relatively big model can run up to a distance of 5
meters. The distance and speed depend on the winding of our largest 12-band rubber band
engine. The engine is started with a lever near the driver's window.
We’ve tried our best to make the locomotive’s main mechanism move as close to the real thing
as possible with asynchronously operating piston and valve. They’re clearly visible inside the
model, allowing a spectator to see how steam would get into the Locomotive’s steam chamber.
The little doors and roof hatch let one take a look inside the Locomotive’s cabin, complete with
an instrument panel and a retractable ladder beneath the door.

Steam locomotive size: 12*3.9*4.9 in (31.5*10*12.5 cm)

Tender size: 6.3*3.5*4.5in (16*9*11.5 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.6 in  (37*17*4 cm)

Parts count: 443

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/LYka0-gkXCs
https://youtu.be/LYka0-gkXCs


Self-assembly, 
no glue needed
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RAILWAY PLATFORM
Every train needs a proper station and our Railway Platform is just the ticket. In addition to
being a beautiful reproduction of a European railway station complete with a clock, lamps and a
bench, this model features a secret removable drawer with a lock and key for extra security.

Model size: 29.4*7.2*9.6 in (74.8*18.2*24.5 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.4 in (37*17*3.5 cm)

Parts count: 196

Newest model:

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

RAILS with CROSSING

Where there’s a railroad there’s a crossing, and this kit includes both. You’ll get 4 meters of
track and a crossing complete with stop signs and gates that raise and lower at the touch of a
lever.

Model size: 160*4.7*8.8 in (407*12*22.5 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 200

https://youtu.be/oFWa6EfIkkk
https://youtu.be/oFWa6EfIkkk
https://youtu.be/XE9X12iy8lc
https://youtu.be/XE9X12iy8lc
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UGM-11 TRUCK 
UGM-11 Truck represents a new generation of our mechanical models. This is a model that
could take more than one hour to complete, but the rewards are absolutely worth the effort for
the fans of mechanics.
The model is equipped with a four-cylinder engine, which is driven by a crankshaft, which, in
turn, is powered by a fully functional drive shaft, turned by a rubber band engine via a system
of gears. The Truck is what we call 100% rubberpunk, which means a perfect blend of the
clockwork and steam punk worlds.
The gear-change lever on the side of the truck allows for three modes – forward, backward, and
idle. The rubber band engine winds up with a lever mechanism conveniently placed on top of
the Truck’s cabin. ‘Start’ the engine in idle mode and see four pistons moving realistically under
the folding hood. Open the cabin door and observe the fully functioning steering wheel
connected via a steering column to the front wheels suspension. There’s even a working gas
pedal!
We deliberately designed this model to have a raw, open look to it, so the spectators could
appreciate the sophistication of the feature-packed mechanism.

Newest model:

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Model size: 13.3 *4.7*4.9 in (34*12*12 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.5 in (37*17*4 cm)

Parts count: 420

https://youtu.be/jSvxdJoM2Rc
https://youtu.be/jSvxdJoM2Rc
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SET of ADDITIONS for UGM-11 TRUCK 
UGEARS Truck Series with THREE Additions - Tanker, Fire Ladder, Trailer Сhassis – a new generation of
our mechanical models with more technical elements and details that make it even more exciting. The
Set of Additions for UGM-11 Truck – a perfect way to turn your Truck into Tanker or Fire Truck with a
ladder and assemble the Truck’s trailer. The set of Additions for Truck includes:
• Tanker with a unique opening mechanism. Designed and fit well for standard 0.33 L cans. Twist the

knob on the tanker’s cap and unfold it in surprising way. The Tanker have a raw, open look so even
the casual observer could appreciate the marvels going on inside.

• Extendable 3-section Fire Ladder on slewing platform. Has the length of 70cm in unfolded state. The
Fire Ladder has several controls. Press the lever and lift up the ladder. Turn the platform to the right
or to the left. Fix the selected position with a special ratchet. All three sections of the ladder are
extending ahead. Ascend the ladder and you’ll get a real crane with hook at its end. There is even a
little ladder to help a firemen to climb on the truck in few seconds. Like in a real Fire Truck it is
mounted on back.

• Trailer ‘s Chassis wheels on which the Truck’s “bed” is set. The Trailer Сhassis has very realistic
springs which are swinging during driving. There is a special rack under the drawbar, so that the
model could stand independently.

Newest model:

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Tanker: 6.69*4.53*5.32 in (17*11.5*13.5 cm)

Fire Ladder: 14.17*4.72*6.89 in (36*12*17.5 cm)

Chassis: 8.86*4.33*4.13 in (22.5*11*10.5 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.7 in (37.5*17*3.6 cm)

Parts count: 322

https://youtu.be/3Ja-jsRR0qk
https://youtu.be/3Ja-jsRR0qk


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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MECHANICAL FLOWER

Mechanical Flower-etui is a tempting gift idea for your beloved one. Elegant petals, pleasant
smell of wood, with Ballerina & Tree of Luck for your favorite jewelry inside. All you need to
start or drive your love-story!

If you turn the ring at the base of the flower, the petals open. Continue to twist the ring to close
the flower. You can store and present sweetsб small items and jewelry inside the Flower-etui.
The kit includes two stands of different shape: in the form of Ballerina and in the form of Tree of
Luck for bracelets.

Model size: 5.12*5.12*6.3 in (13*13*16 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37.4*17*3  cm)

Parts count: 101

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/mdKf4m2QYus
https://youtu.be/mdKf4m2QYus


Self-assembly, 
no glue needed
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COMBINATION LOCK

Inspired by “The Da Vinci Code”. We dived into the world of conspirology, secrets and
cryptography while designing our new intriguing Cryptex model. The Combination Lock
consists of two parts. It opens if you set the right 3-digit combination. You can hide the keys,
small items and your own secrets inside.

The Lock has a convenient "eyelet" to hang the lock on a bag. Try to create your own Da Vinci
Code’s Cryptex with 1000 combinations of 3 digit code. Assemble UGEARS Lock and get the idea
of modern combination lock principle.

Model size: 3.82*2.6*3.86 in (9.7*6.6*9.8 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37.5*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 34

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/s9-By3qJahM
https://youtu.be/s9-By3qJahM
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MECHANICAL TANKER
A cool wooden model for self-assembly from the new UGEARS Trucks Collection.

Based on UGM-11 Truck, the Mechanical Tanker model has real TANKER with the unique opening
mechanism which fits well for standard 0.33 L cans. Twist the knob on the tanker’s cap and unfold it in
surprising way. This model is deliberately designed to have a raw, open look so even the casual
observer could appreciate the marvels going on inside.

The Mechanical Tanker is equipped with a four-cylinder rubber band engine and moves on its own
forward in the “drive” mode and back on “reverse” transmission mode. Start the engine in 'idle mode'
and look at four pistons which move realistically under the folding hood.

Original gift idea, smart and engaging hobby, that brings together fathers and sons and takes grown-ups
back to the childhood memories and the world of creation.

Like all other UGEARS models, the Mechanical Tanker comes with step-by-step, full-color, truly easy to
follow instructions and several spare parts inside. The cutting is well done; each of the parts comes out
of the plywood sheets easily. No glue and special tools are needed for putting the model together. You
can assemble it at home on the table. Fits together like a puzzle without glue or special tools thanks to
UGEARS’ patented plywood joints.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Model size: 13*7.1*4.9 in (33*18*12.5 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*2.2 in (37.2*17*5.7 cm)

Parts count: 594

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/jW-1IkaXCsY
https://youtu.be/jW-1IkaXCsY


Model size: 13.6*7.9*4.9 in (34.5*20*12.5 cm )

Package size: 14.6*6.7*2.2 in (37.2*17*5.7 cm)

Parts count: 537
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FIRE LADDER TRUCK
The Fire Truck is a self-propelled wooden model from the new UGEARS Trucks collection. Intelligent
design mixed with smart engineering inside. The Fire Truck functions like a real Rescue& Fire Truck with
turning foot, moving apart & ascending ladder, which transforms into real crane with hook.

The UGEARS Fire Truck is equipped with the retractable 3-Section Fire Ladder on a rotating platform.
Length when fully extended – 70cm. The Fire Ladder has several controls. Press the lever and lift up the
ladder. Turn the platform to the right or to the left. Fix the selected position with a special ratchet. All
three sections of the ladder are extending ahead. Ascend the ladder and you’ll get a real crane with
hook at its end.

There is even a little ladder to help Firemen to climb on the truck in few seconds. Like in a real Fire Truck
it is mounted on back.

Based on UGM-11 Truck, the Fire Truck is equipped with a four-cylinder rubber band engine and moves
on its own forward in the “drive” mode and back on “reverse” transmission mode. Start the engine in
'idle mode' and look at four pistons which move realistically under the folding hood.

Made from sustainable wooden materials the kit has all you need for assembly: a set of high-quality
plywood boards with precisely cutout parts, detailed step by step instructions and several spare parts
inside.

Self-assembly, 
no glue needed

Newest model:

https://youtu.be/pFGfsstFMVg
https://youtu.be/pFGfsstFMVg


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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SAFE 

This is a real safe with a functional 3-digit combination lock. Build your own safe with a unique
lock combination and store your precious things (or candy) in it! An outstanding gift on its own,
once assembled, it may serve as a secret gift package, requiring a person to practice some
safecracking skills. It is possible to get the right combination by twisting the knob and listening
carefully to the clicking sounds (provided the safecracker knows the basic algorithm of opening
the lock described in the instruction manual). The UGEARS Safe is a great customizable toy,
guaranteed to bring fun!

Model size: 7.7*7.3*6.9 in (20*18*18 cm)

Space inside the safe: 6.1*5.5*4.1 in (15*14*10 cm)

Package size: 37*17*4 cm

Parts count: 179

https://youtu.be/gtiZJbjLfUc
https://youtu.be/gtiZJbjLfUc


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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TRACTOR

The Tractor from UGEARS is a rattling greeting from the past century. No electronics, just
plywood, rubber band motor, and tons of fun! The motor has a transmission switch that
provides three options: “park,” “drive,” and “sport.” The “drive” mode will get it going slowly,
covering about 5 cm per second. Switch the model to “sport” to see your Tractor speeding up
ahead!

Model size: 7.9*3.4*5.4 in  (20*9*14 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in  (37*17*3 cm) 

Parts count: 97

https://youtu.be/nFvkzVAZZ3E
https://youtu.be/nFvkzVAZZ3E
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Self-assembly, no glue needed

TRACTOR'S TRAILER

Every self-respecting tractor should have its own farm trailer. A special lever opens a side of the
Trailer’s bed for loading or unloading. It also has everything a farmer needs at hand: a fork, a
shovel, and even a broom and a small bucket, hanging underneath the base. Each Trailer is
complete with a hook interface, which connects it to the Tractor.

Model size: 8.2*4*3.8 in (21*10*10 cm)

Package size: 14.6*5.5*1.2 in (37*14*3 cm)

Parts count: 68

https://youtu.be/eUqdHfIAXr0
https://youtu.be/eUqdHfIAXr0


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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COMBINE HARVESTER

The UGEARS Combine Harvester is a model that is a top-to-bottom demonstration of the
wonders of mechanics. When the Combine is moving forward, the reel starts spinning as it does
in a real-life prototype. The model has a built-in secret box which opens with a lever located to
the left of the driver’s cabin. The Combine’s rubber band engine is wound up by simply dragging
the model backwards or spinning the large back wheel. On the other side of the cabin, there is
a “handbrake” lever that locks the Combine in place. Release the lever for an improvised drag
race!

Model size: 10.8*6.5*5.2 in (27*16*13 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 154

https://youtu.be/Cxl91wIIOn0
https://youtu.be/Cxl91wIIOn0


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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TIMER (20 minutes)

One of the most beautiful UGEARS models, the Timer is an exquisite mechanical device, which
can be set for any time ranging from 1 to 20 minutes. Wind up the alarm mechanism, and the
alarm will go off when time runs out. The Timer has a unique roller pendulum and an amplitude
adjustment system on the back wall. Just like other UGEARS models, the Timer is powered by
plain office rubber bands. We have improved this model several times to achieve perfect
results. Now everyone can build this amazing clockwork mechanism, equally fit for both work
desks and living rooms.

Model size: 6.8*3,15*10 in  (17*8*26 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 107

https://youtu.be/sgnpydDI1yY
https://youtu.be/sgnpydDI1yY


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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MECHANICAL THEATER

This is an example of a very intricate mechanism with an artistic touch – and it never seizes to
amaze our customers. Spin the wheel and see the characters pop up on stage: the Prince, the
King, the Castle, the Dragon, the Witch, the Jester, the Princess and the Treasure Chest. Kids
love to make up their own stories and plays featuring Mechanical Theater characters. This
model makes for a unique, one-of-a-kind present to someone you love.

Model size: 8.4*7.4*3 in (21*19*8 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 70

https://youtu.be/q-qfEpC_8P8
https://youtu.be/q-qfEpC_8P8


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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PNEUMATIC ENGINE

A sneak peek into a once-great era of steam engines. A Pneumatic Engine from UGEARS is a
small but fully functional model of a steam engine. One just needs to blow into a special socket
or use an ordinary air balloon, and Pneumatic Engine will start its operation. The most amazing
thing about it is that it is made entirely of plywood! The engine has a built-in air pressure
tachometer and two built-in compartments for spare parts.

Model size: 6.4*3*3.9 in (16.2*7.8*10 cm)

Package size: 14.6*5.5*1.2 in  (37*14*3 cm)

Parts count: 81

https://youtu.be/6NbsY4yFlf0
https://youtu.be/6NbsY4yFlf0


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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MECHANICAL BOX/ETUI

This pretty box is capable of bringing a little mechanical magic into your home or office, as well
as being useful – the Box may serve as storage for business cards or plastic toy cars, among
other things. Push the lever on the side, the lid will open and reveal the contents. The set
includes two removable panels  – one with a small opening for cards and one without it. This is
a great little toy, which doubles as a unique business cards storage.

Model size: 7.7*3.5*7.4 in (20*9*19 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 61

https://youtu.be/lOxglP0eP9k
https://youtu.be/lOxglP0eP9k


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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DYNAMOMETER

This is a model that uses the same principle as our Pneumatic Engine, but has a certain game
element added to it. Blow on the top gear and the whole system will come alive. Depending on
the air pressure you apply, the arrow will point to a certain picture, which symbolizes the task
you could do. The Dynamometer is one of the simplest UGEARS models to build. At the same
time, it demonstrates some basic principles of mechanics – in particular, the cascade of gears
and the mechanical junction, known as the Geneva drive.

Model size: 5.8*2.8*6.7 in (15*7*17 cm)

Package size: 14.6*5.5*1.2 in (37*14*3 cm)

Parts count: 48

https://youtu.be/0beH8DY3kXU
https://youtu.be/0beH8DY3kXU


Self-assembly, no glue needed
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TRAM ON RAILS 

A tram (also known as “tramcar,” “streetcar” or “cable car”) is one of the oldest types of urban
transportation. The UGEARS Tram is inspired by the first streetcars and funiculars, and is
probably the most romantic model in our portfolio – in addition to a ton of built-in retro flair, it
can carry a love message to the other side of the table in a secret built-in box!
The model is propelled by a rubber band engine (tram mode) or can be pulled by gravity
(funicular mode) when one end of the rails is tilted up with a special lever. Levers on both ends
of the road can be used to elevate the model above ground, creating a bridge. The Tram’s
pantograph functions as a lever, which pushes out the wind-up wheel of the rubber band
engine. There’s also a start lever, a direction shifter, a brake lever, and even an emergency exit
to the roof.

Model size: 30.2*2.9*6.3 in (77*7*16 cm)

Package size: 14.6*6.7*1.2 in (37*17*3 cm)

Parts count: 154

https://youtu.be/G9LrNVo0raQ
https://youtu.be/G9LrNVo0raQ
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All our models are result of the UGEARS
engineering team’s collective imaginations.
Most of them are inspired by real-life
mechanisms. Currently, UGEARS has 25
models in our portfolio. 10 more models are
in development and we have more than 200
ideas for the future.

We have patented one of the ways to
assemble the parts in our models, which
allows to build a mechanical self-moving
construction without the use of glue.

Our products have certificates of compliance
with health and safety regulations.

Information on the packaging is translated
into 7 different languages: English, Ukrainian,
German, French, Polish, Spanish, Russian.
All models include a detailed step-by-step
full-color assembly instructions manual.
The assembly instructions come in 11
languages: Ukrainian, English, German,
French, Polish, Spanish, Russian, Turkish,
Italian, Chinese and Korean.

Produced in Horenka Village, in a suburb of Kyiv, Ukraine. A production cycle running from raw
materials to finished products has been established, including a two-level quality control. Today
UGEARS team consists of of more than 150 enthusiastic people. They invest their creativity and
love in their craft which you receive in each of the models.
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https://ugearsmodels.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ugears/
https://www.instagram.com/ugears/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkxhRc5Nd2oB9PNqaIBGhGA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCkxhRc5Nd2oB9PNqaIBGhGA
https://www.facebook.com/ukrainiangears/
https://www.facebook.com/ukrainiangears/

